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Generating Thumbnails with Intel® 
Integrated Performance Primitives 
By Matt Gillespie 

Learn how Intel® IPP image-processing functions pay off in decreased 
development time and an improved user experience. 
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Generating Thumbnails with Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives 



The Maturing Digital Photography Market Creates Opportunity 
Widespread adoption of digital still and video photography has created a new set of feature and 
performance requirements for consumer media applications. A recent study of digital camera use by 
InfoTrends Research Group indicates that 30% of U.S. 
households will own a digital camera by the end of 
2003. That same study found that mainstream users 
have responded to elimination of film and film 
development costs by allowing their photo collections to 
grow dramatically in size.  

Uses for Thumbnails 
Lower-quality thumbnail images are 
commonly used in interfaces: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Preview in File | Open operations 

Timelines for video recordings 

Indexes for image collections 

Composition of project work areas 

Display on handheld devices 

Higher-quality thumbnail images are useful 
as end-use images: 

Contact sheets 

Slide shows based on MPEGs 

Users need to sort, manage, and view these often very 
large electronic photo collections efficiently. They also 
may wish to exchange pictures back and forth between 
still pictures and digital video. These requirements spell 
opportunity for those media-application ISVs that rise to 
the occasion, and trouble for those that don’t. 

Thumbnail representation of images is a common 
means of indexing collections of both still pictures and 
digital video. It is valuable for use in other contexts, 
such as contact sheets and slide shows. Generating 
thumbnails from large video and photo collections 
places heavy demands on image-processing 
applications. Such applications therefore require high 
levels of efficiency to ensure an acceptable user 
experience.  

Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives (Intel® IPP) can play a substantial role in tuning thumbnail-
generation features, securing a competitive advantage 
for ISVs up to the challenge of supporting customers 
with large media collections.  

Intel IPP Functions in Thumbnail 
Generation 
Intel IPP provides support for the full range of functions 
required for thumbnail generation, taking advantage of 
the double-precision floating-point variable calculations 
in Streaming SIMD Extensions 2 (SSE2), which allow 
for efficient processing of high-precision calculations.  

The following is a generic thumbnail-generation 
methodology based on Intel IPP  that is optimized for 
use on Intel® Pentium® 4 processors, Intel® PCA 
Cellular Processors, Intel® Xeon™ processors, and 
Itanium® processors. Additional functions that would be 
employed in a real-world scenario to support this 
functionality (for example,for memory allocation and 
work buffer designation) are fully documented in the Intel Integrated Performance Primitives Reference 
Manual, Volume 2: Image and Video Processing and Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives for Intel® 
PXA25x and PXA26x Processors Reference Manual. 

New Image-Processing and Video 
Functionality in Intel IPP 3.0: 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Four-channel image support 

New color conversions 

Sobel, Scharr, and Laplace Fixed 
Filters 

SqrDistance 

Supersampling interpolation mode 
added to the Resize functions 

Motion estimation/compensation 

Huffman encode/decode support 

1. Start with a high-resolution JPEG image, and apply an Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) 
operation such as the Intel IPP function ippiDCTInv to return it to its raw, uncompressed state.  
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2. Apply a scaling operation such as the Intel IPP function ippiScale to scale the uncompressed 
result of the IDCT operation to produce a smaller pixel-size graphic  

3. Apply a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) operation such as the Intel IPP function ippiDCTFwd 
to the result of the scaling operation, saving the image at a lower quality. Intentionally using this 
lossy process generates a smaller file size, which is appropriate to its use as a thumbnail graphic.  

Intel IPP includes many similar functions for the algorithms referenced in this article, which allows 
developers to choose the function that most easily fits with existing code or otherwise addresses their 
specific needs. For example, Intel IPP includes the following variations for the Inverse Discrete Cosine 
Transform: 

ippiDCTInv...() 
ippiDCT8x8Inv...() 
ippiDCT8x8InvLSClip...() 
 

Many variations of each of these functions are provided for specific data types and organizations. There 
are also variations that combine inverse DCT and inverse quantization or level-shift in functions specific 
to a given standard such as JPEG. The following pseudocode generates a thumbnail using the Intel IPP 
functions referenced in this article, assuming 8 bits per color-channel, 24 bits per pixel. Note that while, 
for brevity, some encode and decode steps such as quantization and entropy coding are omitted in this 
example, Intel IPP also includes these functions. For working examples of code that implements these 
steps, please download the Intel IPP code samples available through Intel® Premier Support. 

// Perform an inverse DCT on the original JPEG image 
// to create an uncompressed copy 
ippiDCTInv_32f_C3R(originalSrc, srcStep,  
uncompressed32bit, dstStep, DCTInvSpec, workingBuffer); 
 
// Scale the image to a lower bit depth 
ippiScale_32f8u_C3R(uncompressed32bit, srcStep, reduced8bit, dstStep,  
ROI, vMin, vMax); 
 
// Recompress the scaled image 
ippiDCTFwd_32f_C3R(reduced8bit,  
srcStep, thumbnailImage, dstStep, 
DCTFwdSpec, workingBuffer); 
 

Thumbnails of multiple output qualities can be 
generated by running through the scaling and DCT 
algorithms multiple times after running through IDCT 
only once. This technique allows more-optimized 
generation of multiple representations by saving the 
need for multiple IDCT runs. Color reduction can also be 
employed to make black and white versions of images 
for those high-quality output types, adding additional 
features at low cost. 

Intel IPP is a powerful tool for media-application developme
market advantages of SSE2 instructions and wraps that fun
functions. Time-to-market and development costs are reduc
libraries are maintained by Intel software engineers, who op
generation of processor. Offloading those maintenance task
going forward.  
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• 
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• 

• 

Sampling functions 

Color-conversion functions 

JPEG2000 entropy coding & reversible 
color-conversion functions 

Significant performance boosts to 
computer vision Strip_Ellipse and 
MatchTemplate functions 
nt houses. It takes the performance and 
ctionality into a library of pre-optimized 
ed while increasing performance. The 
timize the functions for each successive 
s saves ISVs significant time and money 
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Effective Workloads for Optimizing a Thumbnail Conversion 
For an image-processing application, an representative workload for optimizing thumbnail functionality 
should be based on a large directory containing several thousand pictures. The large data load 
associated with such very large collections helps to isolate hot spots in the application code and to 
emphasize opportunities for optimization, even if end users might typically only use a few hundred 
pictures. In order to maximize the size of the data set, the images in that directory should be JPEGs at a 
relatively high pixel size and color depth. The perceivable impact of optimization will necessarily be 
smaller on lower-resolution pictures, lower color depths, and smaller collections. 

Since a larger finished thumbnail size requires the scaling function to sample a larger amount of data 
from the raw-data representation of the image, the workload should also be based on generation of the 
largest-size thumbnail the application will support. Again, forcing the application to do as much calculation 
as possible spotlights the hotspots in the application. The appropriate metric for gauging performance is 
the amount of time it takes to display thumbnails for all pictures in a directory beginning from the time the 
user initiates the thumbnail-generation process (e.g., attempting to open a folder) . 

Simple Workload Tuning Scenario 
A hypothetical ISV seeks a competitive advantage by tuning its flagship product, a photo-management 
application that ships with high-end consumer digital cameras. As part of this optimization, the company 
wants to correct performance deficits in its thumbnail generation and display indexing function. 
Unacceptable delays have been reported. Users say when they open large file directories they have to 
wait too long for thumbnails to be generated. A general overview of tuning methodology for media 
applications is provided in the first article in this series, Tuning Strategies for World-Class Consumer 
Media Applications. 

The ISV's software engineers create a directory with approximately 2,500 JPEG images at a resolution of 
2592 x 1944 pixels and 24-bit color for testing purposes. They copy this directory to a desktop machine 
based on a Pentium® 4 processor running at 3.06 GHz with 1GB of RAM and Microsoft Windows XP 
Professional*. For the purposes of this testing, they turn off 
Hyper-Threading Technology in the operating system. They 
set the application’s user interface to generate thumbnails at 
160 x 120 pixels, the largest size it supports. 

Using a standard stopwatch, they run five trials, recording 
the elapsed time beginning from the time they attempt to 
open the directory until the last thumbnail is displayed in the 
user interface. They clear the cache in the Temp directory 
after each trial. The results of this preliminary testing show 
that the average time to generate the interface is 1 minute, 
13 seconds. 

Next, the engineers run the application in the Intel® 
VTune™ environment, using time-based and event-based 
sampling. They identify several sites of particularly high 
processor activity, particularly the IDCT and DCT functions: 
ihIDCT and ihDCT, respectively. Applying call-graph 
analysis to those functions using the VTune analyzer allows them to improve the efficiency of calls to both 
functions.  

More about the VTune™ 
Performance Analyzers: 

• Product Site 

• Training 

More about Intel® Integrated 
Performance Primitives: 

• Product Site 

• Training 

• Case Studies 

They decide to further refine their code by incorporating Intel IPP functions ippiDCTInv and 
ippiDCTFwd in place of their in-house functions to provide optimization for the Pentium® 4 processor. 
During recompilation, they use the Intel compiler switch qaxw to generate code that is optimized for the 
Pentium 4 processor, as well as generic code that targets other processors. 
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Following the same methodology they used to measure performance before tuning, the software 
engineers gather post-tuning data. They find that the new average time for generating thumbnails is 50 
seconds, a performance gain of just over 31%. While further optimization would yield even greater gains, 
they have already achieved a significant improvement with very little effort. The users are happy, the 
product is more competitive, and the engineers get a tidy bonus.  

Another key optimization for media applications in general is to thread the application. While a detailed 
discussion on this topic is outside the scope of this article, those who seek detailed information about 
threading applications should examine the articles, Threading Methodology: Principles and Practices and 
Developing Multithreaded Applications: A Platform Consistent Approach. Threading the thumbnail 
algorithm amounts to a data-decomposition problem, where each thread works on a separate body of 
pictures. This scheme is analogous to two people mowing a lawn, with one starting in the front yard and 
the other in the back. Working together and at the same time they finish more quickly than either would 
be able to by themselves, and can relax and drink lemonade (or get on with their next task) that much 
sooner.  

Threaded or not, rapid thumbnail processing will earn the appreciation of your end-users, who 
increasingly expect that background processes such as thumbnail generation should be instantaneous, 
transparent, and flexible. Anything else will have them looking for a better application. 

Conclusion 
Feature-rich, high-performance applications deliver competitive advantage, and that truth is nowhere 
more pronounced than in the rapidly evolving sphere of media applications. As platforms and applications 
become more powerful, users become more sophisticated: Next generation improvements soon lead to 
enhanced user expectations and demands. It is imperative to tune features to a performance level that 
encourages users to make use of them, or the competitive advantage represented by those features is 
lost. 

Intel has thousands of software engineers working to support the drive for applications to advance in step 
with Moore’s law. Intel Integrated Performance Primitives and other development tools from Intel offer 
significant economy to ISVs , providing the ability to rapidly implement optimized feature sets such as 
thumbnail generation. Your customers are watching and waiting. Give them what they want. 

Additional Resources 
Intel, the world's largest chipmaker, also provides an array of value-added products and information to 
software developers: 

• Intel® Software Development Products (www.intel.com/software/products), improve application 
performance.  

• The Intel® Software Partner Program (www.intel.com/partner), provides software vendors with Intel's latest 
technologies, helping member companies to improve product lines and grow market share. 

• Intel® Software Network   (www.intel.com/software) offers free articles and training to help software 
developers maximize code performance and minimize time and effort. 

o  Digital Home and Media Developer Center  (www.intel.com/cd/ids/developer/asmo-na/eng/dc/
      digitalmedia/index.htm), provides tools, tips and training for digital media developers. 

o Threading Developer Center (www.intel.com/cd/ids/developer/asmo-na/eng/dc/threading/index.htm), 
      provides a range of development resources to support single and multiprocessor threading  

o  Threading on Intel® Parallel Architectures forum , is a place where threading developers of all 
levels of expertise can share their experiences and resources and ask their questions. 
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Forum hosts include engineers who developed Intel® Threading Tools and are 
pioneering Hyper-Threading Technology 

o Threading KnowledgeBase, (http://softwarecommunity.intel.com/Wiki/Multi-threadappsforMulti-core/
      Home.htm), supplies quick answers to pressing questions about threading for desktop and server 
      environments 
o  The Intel® 64 and IA-32 Architectures Optimization Reference Manual is an authoritative 

developer resource, indispensable when optimizing for the Intel® NetBurst™ 
microarchitecture 

• Intel® Solution Services is a worldwide consulting organization that helps solution 
providers, solution developers, and end customers develop cost-effective e-Business 
solutions to complex business problems. 
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